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French language, from the perspective of modern lin-
guistics, will do well to consider this fine volume.
[GLADYS E. SAUNDERS, University of Virginia.]
Morphological productivity. By LAURIE
BAUER. (Cambridge studies in linguis-
tics 95.) Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2001. Pp. xiii, 245. ISBN:
052179238X. $60.00.
In this book on morphological productivity, Laurie
Bauer gives an extensive overview of the various
definitions of productivity found in the morphologi-
cal literature as well as a historical synopsis of the
research and the debate on productivity within mor-
phology. B discusses fundamental linguistic notions
relevant to this issue, such as morphological pro-
cesses, prior existence and attestation of words,
lexicalization, frequency, semantic coherence, trans-
parency, regularity, paradigm pressure, analogy,
degrees of productivity, default, naturalness,
markedness, creativity, and dichotomies such as
competence vs. performance and synchrony vs. di-
achrony. B then suggests a tentative definition of
productivity based on a dichotomy between creativ-
ity and productivity, viewing productivity as the po-
tential of a morphological process to generate
repetitive noncreative coinings (98–99).
Furthermore, B cites research on psycholinguistic
experiments on storage of words in the lexicon and
on production and comprehension of inflectional,
derivational, and compound items and emphasizes
the need to take productivity into account when inter-
preting the results of such experiments.
In particular, B discusses scalar productivity and
some possible factors that may constrain it such as
phonological factors, morphological factors, syntac-
tic factors, semantic factors, lexical factors, prag-
matic factors, aesthetic factors, and blocking. B also
reviews the various mathematical procedures sug-
gested in the literature as measurements of productiv-
ity. These are based on: (1) the ratio between actual
items and potential items generated by a morphologi-
cal process, (2) the token frequency of items occur-
ring only once as compared to the total token
frequency of all items generated by that morphologi-
cal process in a corpus, and (3) the ratio between the
number of items of a category which only occur once
in a corpus and the total amount of items occurring
only once. B suggests a measurement of productivity
based on the rate of additions to a category generated
by a morphological process over time.
B then gives examples of productivity from
(Proto-)Germanic and English, focusing on affixes
such as -do¯m and -er, the formation of color words,
and nominalizations in general in the history of En-
glish. All suggested measurements of productivity
turn out to be problematic, either because they yield
different results for the same word-formation pro-
cesses or because there are practical difficulties asso-
ciated with them. B concludes that restrictions on
morphological processes need to be defined in terms
of their domains of application and that such restric-
tions can often change over time, resulting in changes
in productivity and patterns of productivity of the
same affix. Standardization of a language can also
be an influential factor.
Finally, B redefines his tentative definition of pro-
ductivity, suggesting that it should be regarded as a
complex concept, dividable into the two subconcepts
‘availability’ and ‘profitability’. The former captures
the potential of a morphological process to generate
repetitive noncreative forms and is a systemic factor.
The latter is a nonsystemic concept, and it captures
the degree to which an available morphological pro-
cess is employed in real language use, yielding a
varying amount of new lexical items being coined
across affixes and time. B closes the book with a
summary of his conclusions and extends the discus-
sion to productivity within other fields of linguistics,
such as syntax and phonology.
This book provides an excellent overview of re-
search on productivity and should be read by every
linguist working on the topic. [JO´HANNA BARRDAL,
Lund University.]
Morphology 2000: Selected papers from
the 9th morphology meeting, Vienna,
24–28 February 2000. Ed. by SABRINA
BENDJABALLAH, WOLFGANG U.
DRESSLER, OSKAR E. PFEIFFER, and
MARIA D. VOEIKOVA. Amsterdam: John
Benjamins, 2002. Pp. vii, 317. ISBN:
1-58811-080-X. $95.00.
Focusing on crosslinguistic analysis with a minor
emphasis on psycholinguistics, Morphology 2000 is
a testament to the diversity ofmorphological research
being developed today even within these general
boundaries. In ‘The lexical bases of morphological
well-formedness’, ADAM ALBRIGHT examines the
role of type and token frequency in the percep-
tion of morphological well-formedness. In ‘How
stems and affixes interact’, ANDREW CARSTAIRS-
MCCARTHY explores how stem alternations inter-
act with affixal allomorphy. ‘Morphology, typology,
computation’ by GREVILLE CORBETT ET AL. hints at
the great potential inherent in studying interactions
between morphology, typology, and computation.
MARIT JULIEN, in ‘Inflectional morphemes as syntac-
tic heads’, analyzes patterns of verbal inflection in
terms of syntactic mechanisms. ELENA KALININA’s
‘The problem of morphophonological description of
